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US Recent Ballistic Missile Test Boosts World’s Re-nuclearization

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, August 17, 2022

Nuclear tensions are rising more and more. The US military said on August 16 that it had
conducted  a  test  with  the  Minuteman  III  intercontinental  ballistic  missile.  In  the  official
statement, it was also informed that the operation was already previously scheduled, having
been postponed in order to avoid increasing tensions with Beijing during China’s show of
force near Taiwan earlier this month.

Neurodegenerative Illnesses:  Commonly Used Glyphosate Herbicide Crosses Blood-brain
Barrier, “Infiltrates the Brain”: New Study

By Richard Harth, August 17, 2022

Neurodegenerative illnesses, such as Alzheimer’s disease, are among the most perplexing in
medical science. The underlying causes of such diseases range from genetic factors and
overall cardiovascular health to dietary influences and lifestyle choices.

When Roger Waters Cried. “Has any Israeli shed tears for a boy from Gaza?”

By Gideon Levy, August 17, 2022

Has any Israeli shed tears for a boy from Gaza? Are many Israelis even aware of what
happened to children in Gaza during those three days of colossal success that deluged Israel
in waves of pride and self-satisfaction such as we haven’t seen here in a long time? There
hasn’t been a success like this since Israel’s victory in the 1967 Six-Day War. Another few
days of fighting and there would even be albums.
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Mumia Abu-Jamal Remains the Voice of the Voiceless

By Abayomi Azikiwe, August 17, 2022

During the late 1960s, Mumia Abu-Jamal became a youth activist in the city of Philadelphia
where a succession of racist police chiefs engaged in widespread abuse against the African
American community.

Israel’s Friends Struggle to Justify Unprovoked Attack that Killed 17 Children

By Philip Weiss, August 17, 2022

Israel’s onslaught on Gaza last week was shocking to many of us. It was unprovoked by any
Palestinian attack and comprised three days of strikes on a captive, fenced-in population.
Those strikes were aimed at the leadership of a militant group, Palestinian Islamic Jihad, and
killed and injured many children.

History of the FBI: J. Edgar Hoover’s Evil Brainchild. John Kiriakou

By John Kiriakou, August 17, 2022

COINTELPRO, an abbreviation for Counter-Intelligence Program, was the illegal brainchild of
the  F.B.I.’s  first  and  longest-serving  director,  J.  Edgar  Hoover,  whose  obsession  with
communism and “subversion”  allowed him to  justify  violating the civil  rights  and civil
liberties of millions of Americans.

NATO’s 2030 Strategic Concept Threatens to Destabilise the World

By Ahmed Adel, August 17, 2022

The new NATO 2030 Strategic  Concept  indicates a disturbing change in  the Alliance’s
strategic orientation. As a result,  provocations towards Moscow, as well  as Beijing, are
escalating,  especially  after  the  former  was  labelled  by  NATO as  “the  most  significant  and
direct threat to Allies’ security and to peace and stability in the Euro-Atlantic area.”

WEF’s “Global Intelligence Collecting AI” to Erase Ideas from the Internet

By Igor Chudov, August 17, 2022

The  World  Economic  Forum is  becoming  a  little  concerned.  Unapproved  opinions  are
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becoming  more  popular,  and  online  censors  cannot  keep  up  with  millions  of  people
becoming more  aware  and more  vocal.  The  censorship  engines  employed by  Internet
platforms, turned out to be quite stupid and incapable. People are even daring to complain
about the World Economic Forum, which is obviously completely unacceptable.

Canada, Sweden and Finland Announce Sending of Military Instructors to Ukraine

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, August 17, 2022

The West continues to insist on indefinitely prolonging the suffering of the Ukrainian people.
The  policy  of  sending  military  aid  seems  to  have  no  limits.  In  addition  to  financial
remittances and arms shipments, Western countries are also mobilizing to give military
instructions to Kiev. Considering the war crimes and human rights violations repeatedly
committed by Ukrainian forces,  supporting Kiev militarily  means co-participating in the
crimes – and the West must be judged responsible for that.

With Help from WEF, Canada to Launch Federal Digital ID Program

By Michael Nevradakis, August 17, 2022

The Canadian government, building on a partnership with the World Economic Forum (WEF),
is developing a new federal “Digital Identity Program.” The aim of the new initiative is to
develop a digital proof-of-identity document, which could be used across different systems
and  environments  ranging  from  government  services  to  airports  and  border  control,
according to Slay News.
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